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Season 2, Episode 3
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Once Upon a Time in Wayward Pines



In a series of flashbacks, we learn how and why Jason Higgins was raised to be the leader of the first generation and favored child of Wayward Pines. Meanwhile, Nurse Pam resurfaces and becomes a lethal threat to the town, and Theo continues to dig deeper into why he was specifically chosen to be part of the population of Wayward Pines.
Quest roles:
Melissa Leo(Nurse Pam), Siobhan Fallon Hogan(Arlene Moran), Hope Davis(Megan Fisher), Christopher Meyer(Mario), Tyronne L'Hirondelle(Whistling Man), Emma Tremblay(Lucy), Michael Garza(Frank Armstrong), Julian Grey(Young Jason (Age 10)), Dean Petriw(Young Jason (5)), Kyla Matthews(Nurse Pam Kid), Grayson Maxwell Gurnsey(Soldier #2), Julian LeBlanc(Lab Tech), Mia Fiona Kut(Nurse), Pete Hogan(Doctor (uncredited)), Marissa Miller(Riley)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 June 2016, 21:00
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